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Emerging discussions on the responsible government use of algorithmic technologies propose transparency and public participation

as keymechanisms for preserving accountability and trust. But in practice, the adoption and use of any technology shifts the social, or-

ganizational, and political context in which it is embedded. Therefore translating transparency and participation efforts into meaning-

ful, effective accountability must take into account these shifts. We adopt two theoretical frames, Mulligan and Nissenbaum’s handoff

model and Star and Griesemer’s boundary objects, to reveal such shifts during the U.S. Census Bureau’s adoption of differential privacy

(DP) in its updated disclosure avoidance system (DAS) for the 2020 census. This update preserved (and arguably strengthened) the

confidentiality protections that the Bureau is mandated to uphold, and the Bureau engaged in a range of activities to facilitate public

understanding of and participation in the system design process. Using publicly available documents concerning the Census’ imple-

mentation of DP, this case study seeks to expand our understanding of how technical shifts implicate values, how such shifts can af-

ford (or fail to afford) greater transparency and participation in system design, and the importance of localized expertise throughout.

We present three lessons from this case study toward grounding understandings of algorithmic transparency and participation: (1)

efforts towards transparency and participation in algorithmic governance must center values and policy decisions, not just technical

design decisions; (2) the handoff model is a useful tool for revealing how such values may be cloaked beneath technical decisions; and

(3) boundary objects alone cannot bridge distant communities without trusted experts traveling alongside to broker their adoption.
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societal aspects of security and privacy; • Applied computing→ Law, social and behavioral sciences.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent work on values in technology attempts to understand how technological changes can produce fairer, more ac-

countable, and more trustworthy systems [38, 78, 110]. Transparency and participatory design are often proposed to

advance these goals in both academic work and policy [16, 26, 27, 44, 67]. However, scholars, critics, and advocates
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have raised complications and limitations of transparency and participation, particularly when adopted uncritically

[13, 30, 33, 112]. We argue that prevailing models of algorithmic transparency and participation stand to benefit from

sociotechnical analysis of transparency and participation on-the-ground. As such, we focus on a single case study: the

adoption of differential privacy in the 2020 Decennial Census. Differential privacy (DP) is a mathematical definition

of privacy that leverages statistical uncertainty to provably limit leakage of any individual’s sensitive information–

in other words, random noise is added to data in order to reduce the possibility for re-identification [43]. Under the

leadership of Chief Scientist John Abowd, the Census Bureau implemented DP in its 2020 disclosure avoidance system

(DAS), the mechanism used to manipulate census response data prior to publication to ensure confidentiality in accor-

dance with Title 13.1 Notably, the technical affordances of DP allowed the Bureau to make details of the DAS public

for the first time without undermining confidentiality. The Bureau embraced this possibility, introducing many inno-

vations in transparency and attempting to facilitate participation from a wide variety of experts and the public.

Despite these significant efforts, this newfound transparency did not produce the accountability and trust the Bureau

hoped to engender [59, 71, 95, 97]. The resulting controversy attracted the attention of critical scholars, who have

attempted to adjudicate its history and implications [18, 19, 92].We build upon this literature; by employing the handoff

lens [90], we parse out how a seemingly technological transition - from its previous statistical disclosure (SDL) methods

to DP - in fact altered the very function of disclosure avoidance as the Bureau’s methods, experts, and values were

reconfigured.

Drawing on this case study, we demonstrate the utility of the handoff model for addressing calls from the critical

algorithmic transparency literature to examine transparency in context. In particular, we show that the handoff model

makes visible where decisions about values are embedded within sociotechnical systems and identifies the configura-

tions of human actors surrounding these decisions.

Our contribution is three-fold. First, we shed new insight on a case that has been of significant interest to both

researchers and policymakers. We provide an account of the specific values decisions at the core of the adoption of DP

and how participation was limited in these decisions despite significant efforts. Second, we argue that values should

be at the center of transparency and participation efforts and demonstrate the utility of the handoff model for eliciting

these values. Finally, we highlight the need for understanding the role of experts in transparency and participation

processes. While the literature has focused on developing documentation artifacts for transparency and participation,

the census case highlights the insufficiency of artifacts alone to facilitate meaningful participation. Trusted individuals

with requisite expertise must exist, within stakeholder communities, in order for such artifacts to be understood and

adopted.

2 RELATED WORK

Calls to make technical systems more trustworthy and accountable point to transparency and participation as key in-

terventions. Such calls are common across academic [25, 28, 38, 68, 133], industry [34], and governmental and NGO-

based initiatives [16, 27, 48, 98, 99]. Transparency efforts have called for visibility around choices about data, processes,

or mathematical properties of algorithms [67], e.g., through documentation of the development process [39, 61, 102] or

structured disclosures of data properties [51, 57, 88]. Other efforts have been made to release code, make ‘inscrutable’

algorithms interpretable or their decisions explainable [25, 44, 82].

1The Census Bureau is obligated to protect the privacy and confidentiality of individual data according to Title 13 of the U.S. Code
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Yet revealing such inner workings can fail to live up to promises of participation, contestability, or trust. Researchers

have consistently cautioned that algorithmic transparency efforts may not bring the benefits they promise [13, 21, 30,

76, 78]. Making inscrutable algorithms explainable or readily available is insufficient without accounting for the so-

cial, organizational, and political power structures that shape their outcomes [15, 44, 74, 76, 81]. Intermediate objects

for transparency efforts, such as structured disclosure documents, prioritize and shift ownership, effort, expertise and

values [136]. These efforts offer visibility without necessarily offering meaningful paths to accountability for public

administration [26, 67] or governance more broadly [30, 31].

Accountability therefore relies on enabling substantive participation and contestation [28, 31, 67, 73, 129]. However,

approaches to participation are complicated by the technical features of algorithmic systems and the broader social,

political, and organizational contexts in which they operate [66, 80, 104]. Participation efforts – whether participatory

design activities, communicating with a wider range of stakeholders, or creating structured opportunities for feed-

back – can then stand in for meaningful stakeholder empowerment. Indeed, critiques have shown how participation

efforts can be exploitative and performative [31, 33, 100, 112], where incentive structures can encourage “participation-

washing” [17, 29, 32, 100].

Contextual analysis is needed to support meaningful participation in (algorithmic) governance. Tools to articulate

responsibility and decision-making can be disconnected from what practitioners need [83, 114, 131], but articulating

the decisions being made in the implementation of systems can better reveal where decision-making is happening in

the first place [61, 62, 75, 84, 113]. Transparency is needed not just of design choices, but also of the policy questions

these choices often seek to answer [89]. Past literature has pointed to how the introduction or substitution of technolo-

gies can reconfigure values and social and political arrangements, and that understanding this context shift is key to

responsible technology development [11, 79, 90, 110]. This missing lens on what happens when we substitute a new

technology [83, 110], and how that shifts organizational roles [86, 111, 136] with technical and political impacts [e.g.,

63, 90], must then be considered to support meaningful participation. A fundamental challenge is to reveal how val-

ues and decisions change as a result of the introduction or substitution of a new technology: the handoff model that

we discuss in the following section intervenes on this specific challenge.

3 THEORETICAL LENSES

3.1 Handoff Model

Mulligan & Nissenbaum’s handoff model illuminates the values embedded in seemingly technical changes within a

sociotechnical system, in particular when one part of a system is replaced with another [91]. By surfacing often over-

looked reconfigurations of political and social relationships between technologies and people, the handoff model chal-

lenges narratives of linear technological progress.

The handoff model defines five elements of a system to interrogate in order to expose the changing values that it

embodies: the functions of a system and sub-functions of its components (what does it do?); the components that are

involved, be they technical or human (what are its pieces?); the ways in which components engage with or act on one

another (where do its pieces connect?); the modes of action by which one component acts on or engages another (in

what ways do its pieces connect?); and finally the trigger that spurs the handoff (why did it change?).

3
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The handoff model has previously been adopted to understand shifting values in a variety of sociotechnical systems,

including the adoption of design practiceswithin organizations [135] and shifts in technology design. For instance, Mul-

ligan and Nissenbuam use the model to reveal how changes in access control for mobile phones (introducing passcodes

and, later, biometric verification) shifted the roles of developers and users as well as the space of privacy threats [91].

In this paper, we apply the handoff model to examine the shift from SDL to DP. The function is ostensibly the

same (confidentiality) but the handoff reveals the implicitly value-laden rearrangements of organizations and design

decisions.

3.2 Boundary objects

Star and Griesemer introduce the concept of boundary objects as arrangements that allow groups to work together

without consensus [116]. Star theorizes boundary objects as having three important characteristics: (1) interpretive

flexibility, (2) arising from information needs that are (3) weakly structured in common use but strongly structured in

local contexts [115]. Past work on boundary objects in organizations has, for instance, shown that these intermediate

arrangements can serve as important tools for learning and communication across diverse stakeholders for difficult or

heterogeneous domains.

Past work demonstrates that the benefit of boundary objects also depends on their design, which can highlight gaps

in understanding and values across groups or failures to serve different stakeholder needs [23]. Further, the role of

expertise is crucial: the design and use of boundary objects unintentionally (and intentionally) shapes stakeholder en-

gagement [72, 105]. Within the handoff model, boundary objects can help us to understand the changing relationships

between different actants in a handoff. In particular, we examine how the Bureau shaped participation through the

artifacts that it introduced to structure negotiations. By attending to these sites of negotiation within the Census Bu-

reau’s adoption of DP, our goal is to illuminate how differences in values and expertise affect sociotechnical handoffs

with consequences for participation, trust and accountability.

4 APPLYING THE THEORETICAL LENSES

In this section, we employ the handoff model to highlight the reconfigurations which took place during the Census

Bureau’s change to a new disclosure avoidance system (DAS) as they adopted DP. Specifically, we analyze changes in

the elements which relate directly to the DAS’s primary function: protecting the confidentiality of census responses. In

addition, we consider the artifacts that the Bureau introduced as part of the DP implementation process.

4.1 Handoff Triggers: New tech, new threats, new hype

From Census Bureau documents and communications [e.g., 5–7, 10], we identify three triggers that spurred the hand-

off, i.e., the adoption of DP. The first trigger enabled the handoff: the development of DP in 2006 presented a promising

new method [43]. Second, the Bureau became aware of mounting evidence that increased computational power and

data access might lead to new threats to privacy and confidentiality [7, 69, 128]. These threats focused on future, poten-

tially dangerous threats via reconstruction and/or re-identification attacks [40] as well as current, realizable threats.

For instance, Latanya Sweeney showed in 2000 that almost 90 percent of respondents to the 1990 U.S. Census could be

identified using zip code, birth date, and gender alone [119]. In response to potential future threats, the Bureau con-

ducted experimental attacks on its own statistical releases. While the experimental details could not be made public,

the Bureau claimed their attack demonstrated that the re-identification of census records was indeed a credible threat
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[7, 56]. Third, the social environment served as another trigger: specifically the ‘tech for good’ hype. A heightened cul-

tural interest in framing and ‘solving’ policy problems using stylized computational methods preceded the Bureau’s

decision to adopt DP. This interest was evidenced in part by the rise of programs such as Code for America in 2009, the

United States Digital Service in 2014, and the Mechanism Design for Social Good initiative in 2016 [53], as well as by

technical communities’ heightened attention to questions of fairness, accountability, transparency, and ethics of tech-

nology, from the FATML origins in 2014 to the establishment of ACM venues such as FAccT (previous FAT*) and AIES

in 2018 [2, 14]. DP saw increased in tandem with this hype, promising to encode values such as transparency, account-

ability, and privacy into a mathematical formulation [108, 138]. In such an environment, the adoption of a theoretical

computer science methodology to bolster privacy protection in the national Census - and a methodology which would

increase transparency into the Bureau’s processes - aligned perfectly with prevailing trends.

4.2 Handoff Components: Shi�ing experts, techniques, and data

The sociotechnical ecosystem surrounding the handoff of the DAS has many actor-components, many of which re-

mained largely unchanged throughout the transition to DP. For instance, the stakeholders and users who depend upon

Census data products and the external agencies and groups (demographers, community groups, etc.) with whom the

Bureau collaborates remained relatively stable throughout the handoff. However, the handoff also introduced new com-

ponents, shifting the experts and technologies involved in delivering the DAS’s confidentiality function. Below we

compared those DAS components before and after the shift from SDL to DP.

4.2.1 Technical Methods. A key shift in the DAS was the substitution of SDL tools with DP mechanisms, a new set of

confidentiality-preserving tools built on a definition of privacy from theoretical computer science. Under the previous

SDL methods, Bureau statisticians protected census response data through methods like suppressing and swapping

individual records. Under DP, however, randomly generated “noise” is algorithmically added to census data to preserve

confidentiality. This transition introduced two new subcomponents of particular note. First, the tunable epsilon (Y)

parameter is a direct measure of privacy loss in DP, in which small Y reflects low privacy loss (i.e., high privacy, low

accuracy) while large Y reflects high privacy loss (i.e., low privacy, high accuracy). Second is post-processing, a new step

added to the data pipeline under DP to further modify the confidential data after the injection of randomized noise.

This step ensures all final data products are non-negative integers, in order to assuage human interpreters who might

be confused or put off by, for instance, a table reporting -48.12 people residing within a particular geography.

4.2.2 Data Invariants. The Census’s outputs have significant consequences: because certain statistics inform resource

allocation, accurate representation of population is important to a number of stakeholders, including voting rights ad-

vocates, state and municipal governments, tribal leadership, and even disaster recovery and public health personnel

[95, 97, 137]. For the 2010 census and those prior, some particularly significant counts (such as total state populations)

were held invariant under the DAS;2 in other words, they were not manipulated from their value ‘as counted’ [93, 94].

However, invariants are incompatible with traditional DP – zero noise requires an infinite privacy budget – meaning

that any count held invariant complicates DP’s confidentiality guarantees [3, 93]. 3 As a result, the 2020 DAS reduced

2Specifically, we know that “total population, voting-age population, number of housing units, number of occupied housing units, and number and type
of group quarters were all invariants at the block level in 2000 and 2010 Census publications” [4]. Blocks are the smallest unit of geography recorded by
the Census [7] In 2010, for instance, the Census divided the country into over 11 million blocks.
3We note that Bureau messaging regarding invariants is inconsistent. Officials have said in some instances that invariants can be reconciled with DP
but that they “eat[...] the privacy-loss budget” [93, p. 27], but in others that invariants “fundamentally violate[...] the central promise of differentially
private solutions to controlling disclosure risk”[6, p. 32]. As such, it is unclear whether invariant values should or should not be considered within the
scope of the DAS.
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the number of counts that would be held invariant, most notably no longer publishing the population of census blocks

as counted. Thus, the reported population - as well as demographic characteristics such as race and age - of all geogra-

phies smaller than a state would be altered with DP before publication.

4.2.3 Experts. Finally, the adoption of DP thus meant the introduction of a new class of experts to the DAS: theoret-

ical computer scientists, specifically those well-studied in DP formulations. As a result, computer scientists were slot-

ted into DAS design processes, for instance: serving alongside social scientists, policy researchers, political advocates,

and corporate leaders on DP working groups for two census oversight committees; and completing contractual work

to directly assist in implementing DP for the 2020 Demographic and Housing Characteristics tabulations [55].

4.3 Handoff Modes: Abstraction and constrained expertise

The handoff model pays particular attention to differences betweenmodes of interaction between components. Attend-

ing to how these modes shift with the introduction of DP reveals how underlying values shift as well.

Some of the ways the Bureau manipulated response data remained fundamentally the same for the 2020 census,

such as using imputation to compensate for non-responses [22]. However, the introduction of DP changes the mode in

which the DAS acts on the Census response data in order to protect respondents’ confidentiality, shifting the roles of ex-

pert decision-making. Under the Bureau’s prior SDL methods, Bureau experts researched, debated, and determined the

process for matching and swapping individual ‘microdata’ records and for suppressing tables [85]. With the change to

DP, however, the numerous swapping, rounding, or suppression decisions that a given DAS researcher might make re-

garding the particulars of disclosure avoidance are condensed down to fewer, more abstracted decisions - for instance,

determining the value of the privacy budget Y and the allocation of that privacy budget across the dataset. 4

The changes to the DAS also reconfigured the relevance of disciplinary expertise. Many kinds of pre-DP census ex-

pertise (such as that of demographers and political advocates) was no longer sufficient to afford a confident under-

standing of, or even engagement with, how the DAS operates [95, 97]. This is to say, the responsibility to effectively

design privacy protections was displaced from statisticians and the DAS’s prior experts onto computer scientists. This

reorientation leads to not only a new balance of power across the landscape of Census experts, but also a fundamental

shift in the rhetorical and epistemological configuration of the Census and the DAS [19, 92].

Finally, the primary mode of securing confidentiality transformed under DP. Under prior SDL methods, revealing

the details of DAS methods would entirely undermine their effectiveness by allowing a motivated attacker to reverse

strategies and reconstruct the unprocessed data. Consequently, SDL methods provided confidentiality via maintaining

secrecy and withholding details about the DAS from the public – an approach commonly referred to as “security by ob-

scurity.” Thus the degree of confidentiality which SDL provided could only be determined by ex-post evaluation by in-

ternal bureau experts, and it was not future-proofed. With DP, however, confidentiality becomes mathematically prov-

able, ex-ante, under the guarantees provided by statistical uncertainty. Secrecy and public withholding are no longer a

concern. What’s more, this reconfiguration also shifts how - and even if - experts evaluate confidentiality. While SDL

required expert judgement in order to evaluate how much confidentiality protection a particular configuration of the

DAS afforded, DP has displaced that judgement onto a statistical guarantee. Experts are no longer required to assess

how effective the DAS is at preserving confidentiality; DP does it for them via epsilon (Y), the privacy budget.

4To be sure, there are still many fundamental choices that remain for designers of the DAS under DP. Researchers must draw block and tract boundaries,
determine which data will be kept invariant, as well as which kinds of geographies will and will not include in the hierarchy known as the ‘spine,’ to
name a few [7, 94, 124]. Nevertheless, epsilon-DP greatly reduces the dimensionality of disclosure avoidance decisions left to Bureau experts.
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4.4 Handoff Function: Interrogating the how

At first blush, it seems that the disclosure avoidance system’s primary function remained the same before and after DP:

preserving the confidentiality of census responses. However, the handoff model encourages a richer understanding

of a system’s function, including not only its “goals, purposes, or [...] values” but also “how it does what it does, as

a designer or engineer might explain it” [91, p. 6, original emphasis]. The handoff lens ultimately reveals that DP,

by shifting how the function of confidentiality preservation was enacted, expanded the function of the DAS in many

value-laden ways. In particular, DP (1) created new opportunities for transparency between the Bureau and interested

publics; (2) allowed for formal, quantifiable validation of the privacy and confidentiality commitments actualized by

the Bureau; and (3) replaced one form of expertise with another, precipitating the rise of theoretical computer science

professionals and the decline of statisticians in the design, operation, evaluation of disclosure avoidance. We explore

these shifting functions in greater detail throughout Section 5.

4.5 Transparency artifacts at the boundaries: Spaghe�i at the wall

To seize the benefits of the transparency that DP allows, and to enable stakeholder participation in the DAS design, the

Bureau created many new artifacts to facilitate public understanding and input of the DAS. First, the Bureau released

an unprecedented degree of technical detail, sharing the DAS source code via GitHub [54]. Realizing that code was not

sufficient for providing transparency given stakeholder capacity, the Bureau released demonstration data that would

allow demographers and social scientists who use census products to interact with the new system in a way that was

familiar to them. Ultimately releasing six sets of data between 2018 and 2021, these public datasets were the result of

applying the Bureau’s 2020 DP algorithm to data from the 2010 Census.

The Bureau also engaged external experts in formal and informal co-design processes. Specifically the Bureau so-

licited written comments from data users via the Federal Register [120]; encouraged user feedback after publishing

each round of demonstration data; hosted and participated in workshops devoted to discussing the use of DP [45, 93];

and held multiple consultations with tribal leadership [121]. Reaching beyond those experts, the Bureau provided an

impressive array of educational resources designed for more diverse stakeholders and the interested public about the

new DAS. Blogs narrating the Bureau’s plans and progress as they worked to implement DP were authored by the Cen-

sus’ chief scientist himself [5, 9, 10]. To build up stakeholders’ understanding of what DP is and why it is a worthwhile

tool, the Bureau developed interactive Python Jupyter notebooks [36], webinars [127], handbooks [124], and videos

[87] designed for a lay audience.

However, while the bureau created many artifacts and processes to bolster the public’s understanding and partici-

pation in the DAS design, they withheld one artifact that external DP experts needed to evaluate the DAS. Noisy mea-

surement files are an interim data product which contain the census data after the application of DP, but before post-

processing removes negative or non-integer values. These files were not originally released by the Bureau but became

an object of great interest. In 2021, a group of over 50 researchers, technologists, and city officials wrote to the Bureau

requesting publication of the noisy measurement file, arguing that the release of this noisy data would expedite evalu-

ations of the downstream effects of DP while still adhering to Title 13 privacy requirements [41]. Initially, the Bureau

denied a FOIA request to release this data, citing concerns about confusing the public by revealing the existence of

more than “one ‘true’ data set” [19, p. 15]; researchers were further frustrated [60]. Yet a year and a half later, in April

2023, the Bureau did release noisy measurements of 2010 demonstration data [126].
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While the transparency artifacts listed in this section originated in the Bureau’s interest in helping engage, educate,

and involve diverse stakeholder groups; they ultimately ended up being sites of active negotiation within the handoff

to DP. This reflects an implicit understanding within the Bureau of the need for boundary objects [116] to bridge the

many stakeholder groups they hoped to engage in the design of the DAS. We do not intend to interrogate the degree

to which individual artifacts were or were not successful in acting as boundary objects. Rather, we present and em-

phasize the volume and variety of artifacts which the Bureau developed to facilitate stakeholder participation. Build-

ing upon this foundation, in Section 5 we will evaluate the artifacts’ overall effectiveness in doing boundary work [77]

– that is, allowing a variety of stakeholders to participate in and negotiate the handoff from SDL to DP.

5 UNCOVERING THE STAKES OF THE HANDOFF

Applying the handoff model to our case as outlined in section 4, we surface several value-laden shifts in the Census

Bureau’s adoption and implementation of DP, as well as the participatory processes that the Bureau introduced to ne-

gotiate this transition. We summarize these findings in Table 1.

Table 1. Applying the handoff model to uncover shi�ing values and functions in the case of the 2020 Census

The Census Bureau... Through the handoff lens Conclusions about shifting values

& functionality

Switched from statistical dis-
closure methods (SDL) to
differential privacy (DP)

The function of confidentiality is pre-
served, but how confidentiality is op-
erationalized has changed in response
to triggers

Reveals the contested nature of confi-
dentiality (§5.1)

Solicited feedback about
what use cases data users
value • Reduced the total
number of counts that are
held invariant

Changing the boundaries of the system
through decisions about what is inside
and outside the scope of confidentiality
protections

Demonstrates the significance of data
utility (§5.2) as a function of the DAS •
Concerns about access to political and
economic resources are in tension with
concerns about confidentiality

Introduced decision about
the parameter epsilon as a
locus of stakeholder partici-
pation

Functions (confidentiality and data util-
ity) are now explicitly measured, for-
malized as a quantifiable trade-off • Ex-
perts evaluate and enact confidential-
ity through different modes, now with
data-independent, ex-ante characteri-
zations of privacy risk

Prioritizing formalized (§5.3) notions of
privacy and accuracy re-scope those
concepts and imply the existence of
an optimal trade-off • Expert decisions
about data manipulation (through e.g.
swapping) are disintermediated by DP
implementation

Released significantly more
information about the DAS
(e.g., source code, demo data,
blog posts)

Due to newDPmethods, some forms of
transparency no longer a threat to the
DAS’ confidentiality function

Transparency (§5.4) emerges as a value
of the DAS political process, but not
clear that transparency can meet all of
its second-order goals • Expert auton-
omy curtailed by public scrutiny

Attempted to solicit and
scaffold both expert and pub-
lic participation

Introduction of new boundary objects
as components in the DAS policy pro-
cess

Participation (§5.5) was ostensibly
broadened, but with insufficient sup-
port by trusted experts

8
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5.1 Confidentiality is the tip of the iceberg

Switching from earlier SDL methods to DP, the DAS maintained the same function of protecting Census respondents’

confidentiality. The Bureau emphasized this change as a narrative of progress and increased effectiveness: the Bureau

framed DP as a “modern” alternative to prior methods and “a new, advanced, and far more powerful confidentiality

protection system” [5].

The handoff model allows us to look beyond this narrative of linear progress to understand the larger social and

political implications of the new DAS. While the DAS’s function remained focused on confidentiality, examining the

changing components and modes used to achieve this function reveals a more complicated story. First, the notion of

confidentiality is itself contested. The Bureau’s decision to pursue confidentiality through disclosure avoidance is

itself a value-laden choice, shaped by its interpretation of the confidentiality requirement outlined in Title 13. The

handoff model demonstrates that changing one part of the DAS is not merely a modular replacement of one technical

component with another. Instead, the adoption of DP changed the meaning of the system’s core confidentiality func-

tion by shifting what harms the DAS was designed to protect against. (Indeed, different conceptualizations of confi-

dentiality led to significant conflict around the Bureau’s use of DP [92].) In particular, the turn to DP enables two dis-

tinct confidentiality functions: 1) empirical protections against external reconstruction of individual records and 2) be-

cause of DP’s emphasis on future-proof theoretical guarantees, plausible deniability for the Bureau against any future

harms. The latter function is a shift from earlier versions of the DAS where these guarantees could not be rigorously

formalized. This expansion of the confidentiality function aligns with the Bureau’s interpretation of the Title 13 con-

fidentiality mandate, targeting worst-case risk and insulating the Bureau from both present and future legal liability.

The choice to operationalize the DAS’s confidentiality function using DP is an important upstream policy decision but,

because of the Bureau’s interpretation of their legal mandate, not one over which stakeholders outside of the Bureau

had input. Moreover, beyond the contested meaning of confidentiality, the handoff lens reveals that confidentiality

was far from the only value implicated by the shift to DP.

5.2 Data Utility

The DAS attempts to balance confidentiality with data utility. The goal is to implement confidentiality protections

that, in theory, allow a wide range of stakeholders to access and use census data, while ensuring that census takers

trust these confidentiality protections enough to disclose their information. But in response to the Bureau’s decision

to update the DAS, many stakeholders expressed concerns that the noise added under DP would render Census data

unusable for many use cases [130, 137]. Through the handoff lens, we note that the adoption of DP shifted other com-

ponents of the DAS: in particular, in order to minimize privacy loss under DP, the Bureau reduced the number of pub-

lished statistics and the number of counts that were held invariant (i.e., not affected by confidentiality protections; re-

call §4.2.2). The decision to report specific invariant statistics reflect policy decisions about what use cases are most

important and where data utility should be preserved above confidentiality – what statistics are understood to be es-

sential for democratic representation, versus those which are malleable. Notably, the Bureau rejected a request from

the National Congress of American Indians to keep state-level data for tribal areas invariant [122].

Because Census data are closely tied to the allocation of political and economic resources, decisions about data util-

ity impact the pursuit of values like equity and justice. When the Bureau solicited feedback from data users in the Fed-

eral Register, the solicitation and the responses revealed unspoken agreements about data access and utility for a wide

range of applications, including state and local government, public health, anti-discrimination efforts, research, and
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education efforts. Stakeholders had differing epistemic perspectives about what makes data “good enough” to be use-

ful [19]. These ethical and epistemic questions underlie a number of important policy decisions about how the DAS

should operationalize and prioritize data utility across different settings. Notably, our analysis highlights a key refram-

ing around utility: the switch to DP and its focus on formalism (§5.3) meant that utility was largely operationalized as

accuracy, thus collapsing this epistemic debate.

5.3 Formalism

The shift to DP introduced a formal definition of both privacy and data utility. While SDL methods could be formalized

as a series of rules, they did not allow the Bureau to quantify the resulting confidentiality protections. The Bureau

highlighted the advantages of formalism, citing provable and externally verifiable guarantees [5] as well as precision

in balancing competing values [9].

An extensive literature on quantification in the history and sociology of science examines why the call to numbers

has been so powerful, particularly in bureaucratic contexts [35, 37, 46, 101]. Quantitative approaches to ethical ques-

tions promise to make political decisions visible [46, 118] and facilitate debate in a common language [35, 37], creating

an avenue toward accountability by facilitating participation in democratic deliberation.

Specifically, the Bureau’s embrace of formalism allowed stakeholders to reason about previously hidden policy

decisions and made salient the balance and trade-off between privacy and accuracy (the latter often standing in for

data utility §5.2). This is particularly salient in discussions about the privacy parameter Y , which promised to let the

Bureau trade off between privacy protection and accuracy by operationalizing these complex values in an explicitly

quantifiable way. The definition of DP does not dictate any particular value of Y , which must instead be tuned in

accordance with the specific normative context of a particular data use case and a (deemed-acceptable) degree of

privacy loss [42], i.e., “Y is a parameter chosen by policy” [43]. As a result, determining the value of Y became a central

focus of policy discussions surrounding the Bureau’s adoption of DP. The choice of what to quantify reflects decisions

aboutwhere to draw attention [47]. We argue that the Bureau’s focus on formalism in the new DAS narrowed the scope

of stakeholder participation by drawing attention to a single parameter of interest rather than a suite of decisions

involved in the DAS handoff. Although there are many implementation decisions involved in DP, the formalization of

the privacy-accuracy tradeoff in a single parameter focused attention on a single highly visible policy decision.

Stakeholders had previously largely ignored this tradeoff, effectively taking the Bureau’s prior statistical releases as

ground truth [19]. Yet in describing the choice facing stakeholders as a quantifiable tradeoff between accuracy and pri-

vacy, the Bureau implied that an optimal choice was possible [8, 15]. This optimization discourse fit poorly onto the re-

alities of the DAS. The Bureau acknowledged this challenge, noting that in order to get what the Data Stewardship Ex-

ecutive Policy considered a reasonable level of accuracy, they had to select a value of Y that was “far higher than those

envisioned by the creators of differential privacy” [50, p. 3]. Indeed, some critics posited that the choice of Y created an

impossible problem: “There may not be an overlap between the values of Y that are considered stringent enough for

privacy purposes and high enough for redistricting purposes” [71, p. 2]. In this way, we see how the constraints of a

more-formalized DAS backed the Bureau into a rhetorical corner.

The quantification literature cautions that numbers can hide policy decisions beneath a veneer of scientific objectiv-

ity, producing legitimacy in highly contested decision-making settings and, at times, foreclosing external intervention

[101]. Moreoever, the choice to quantify privileges that which is easily measurable [46]. In the context of the DAS, the

Bureau called for “pre-specified, objective criteria” [65, p. 2] to compare privacy methodologies. We argue that priv-

ileging formally quantifiable confidentiality guarantees led to a sociologically unintuitive conceptualization of privacy
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[109], and one which does not capture, e.g., notions of data privacy that are dependent on context or social relations

[96, 132]. Thus, the Bureau’s decision to formalize privacy harms as reidentification risk–and data utility as (lack of)

statistical uncertainty–in accordance with DP were not neutral, but reflect particular assumptions about the values at

the center of the DAS.

5.4 Transparency

The Bureau initially emphasized confidentiality, not transparency, as the benefit of the new DAS [5]. However, the

handoff lens reveals that the shift to DP also changed the DAS’s capacity to support transparency. Because DP enabled

technical details of the new DAS to be made public without compromising confidentiality, transparency emerged as a

principal value of the political process surrounding the DAS. This shift opens up new possibilities for transparent re-

lationships between Bureau researchers and the public.

A closer examination of this handoff reveals that the notion of “transparency” is in fact standing in for, and mask-

ing, many different values. In particular, there were many different ideas about the goal of transparency efforts, mak-

ing it difficult for the Bureau to succeed in achieving each simultaneously. The Bureau engaged in many types of trans-

parency, going beyond simplistic information disclosures and attempting to engage multiple audiences. Despite this,

some stakeholders maintained that the Bureau was not being sufficiently transparent [12, 19, 97]. Understanding the

Bureau’s various information releases as efforts to create boundary objects where competing notions of transparency

were negotiated, we can unpack these transparency efforts and understand the many values and conflicts subsumed

under the umbrella of transparency.

5.4.1 Transparency for Data Utility. Transparent privacy mechanisms can enable well-informed data users to make

valid statistical inferences using privatized data by properly accounting for the uncertainty introduced by the privacy

mechanism [52, 134]. Because of this, transparency in the DAS can make Census data more useful for statistical appli-

cations [52]. If the purpose of transparency is to enhance data utility through appropriate uncertainty quantification,

transparency can be narrowly defined. In this case, only technical details are relevant objects of transparency, while

disclosures about why a particular decision was made or who made a decision are outside of the scope of transparency

for data utility.

Yet, even under this narrowed scope, transparency can be complicated. While transparency under DP allowed the

specifics of the algorithmic design, such as the value of Y , to become direct objects of public scrutiny and discussion,

in the face of substantial uncertainty around what might constitute an appropriate value of Y , evaluations of the new

DAS’s privacy protections and utility constraints varied substantially across experts [60, 107]. Additionally, any data-

dependent post-processing (for example, the Bureau’s decision to enforce non-negative counts) undermines analysts’

ability to estimate uncertainty [59]. To address this challenge, a group of experts requested access to the noisy mea-

surement files, as described in §4.5, which did not include the Bureau’s post-processing steps. However, the Bureau

did not initially release these files, preventing external experts from realizing the promised data utility benefits of the

DAS’s transparency. 5

5.4.2 Transparency for Trust. Increased trust is often cited as a primary benefit of transparency efforts [e.g., 64, 103].

We can see that the Bureau’s decisions about what to make transparent– and what to keep hidden– were shaped by the

5Further complicating the issue of transparency for data utility, many Census advocates argued that uncertainty caused by DP noise injection was minor
compared to other sources in the Census’s data collection and processing unrelated to confidentiality [117]. However, with some partial exceptions, these
sources of uncertainty were not made transparent, undermining the transparency efforts and foreclosing comparison to DP uncertainty. This highlights
the importance of considering transparency efforts and sociotechnical systems within their larger context.
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importance of trust in census products. For example, the decision not to release the noisy measurement files (at odds

with the pursuit of data utility through transparency as outlined in the previous subsection) was intended to preserve

trust in census counts by hiding implausible counts produced by the original DP processing. However, by keeping the

noisy measurement files hidden, external DP experts were not able to fully evaluate the Bureau’s implementation [19],

ultimately undermining the trust the Bureau had hoped to preserve.

Outside of the noisy measurement files, the Bureau made many elements of the DAS visible during the transition to

DP. Despite the Bureau’s increased transparency, however, a number of key stakeholders expressed distrust in census

data products during the DAS handoff. The National Congress of American Indians expressed concern that the 2020

census data would be “inaccurate and unusable” [137, p. 3]; similarly, organizers working to increase participation in

the census questioned “why they should bother putting in all this effort if the end data are going to be so noisy” [93].

Schnackenberg and Tomlinson suggest that trustworthiness perceptions are enhanced through disclosure, clarity,

and accuracy [106]. Because of limited ability to disclose all relevant information– including previous details of disclo-

sure avoidance systems, details of the reconstruction attack, and ground-truth data– stakeholders could not evaluate

the Census Bureau’s choices through the information disclosures and demonstration data. In the absence of this addi-

tional information, the complex technical details of the system, along with bugs in the demonstration data products

caused by the post-processing system, damaged, rather than enhanced, trust [18].

Importantly, the shift from secrecy to transparency about the perturbations of census data drew attention to data

alterations and their implications that had gone unnoticed, or at least unexamined, by many stakeholders. Thus, trans-

parency undermined trust not only in the Bureau’s implementation of DP, but also in the value of insights gained from

previous census products [19]. Freeman argues that when trust between stakeholders and agencies is low, negotia-

tions over policy implementation take on an adversarial character under which transparency can become dangerous

[49]. By frontstaging the hidden work involved in the disclosure avoidance system, the Bureau revealed that decisions

involved in its design were not merely sparing stakeholders mundane technical details but were in fact obscuring im-

portant policy choices. While the introduction of DP allowed the Bureau to make behind-the-scenes decision-making

processes visible, this visibility exposed the slippage between the backstage and the frontstage of agency discretion –

to the detriment of trust.

5.4.3 Transparency for Accountability. Stakeholders’ ability to interrogate the data and report on its limitations helped

the Bureau identify what aspects of the DAS were limiting the utility of the data for different purposes. Allowing stake-

holders to engage with the data during a Census workshop revealed the post-processing stage of the DAS was intro-

ducing “unacceptable and problematic data biases and distortions” [10] and required structural changes. This insight

demonstrates the value of the Census Bureau’s transparency efforts in producing a more accountable DAS.

Yet, accountability was often limited because of a lack of transparency in what DP implementation decisions were

feasible for the Census, or what limiting factors were effectively immutable. For instance, only the Bureau had access

to the details of the previous SDL methods and the DP framework does not readily allow for comparisons to non-DP

methods, making it challenging to assess critiques that did not agree with the DP formalization of privacy as a start-

ing point [58, 70]. Without knowledge of what policy levers were available to them, stakeholders were constrained in

their ability to change the DAS.

Additionally, accountability was further hampered by difficulties bridging different expert groups. The Bureau

needed to communicate in expert language to the relevant theoretical computer science community to convey exper-

tise and facilitate feedback. Yet, the technical jargon necessary to elicit solid feedback from that expert community
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yielded communications that alienated other expert stakeholders. A letter in July 2022 from the National Congress of

American Indians specifically requested that the Bureau avoid the use of jargon and technical terms in their commu-

nications with tribal leadership, citing that prior tribal consultations were “at far too high literacy levels for a lay au-

dience and were therefore not meaningful consultation sessions” [137]. While the Bureau recognized the importance

of translating across varied stakeholder groups [10, 121], the challenge of doing so proved difficult to overcome and

presented a persistent obstacle to accountability.

5.5 Participation

The Bureau’s process for engaging stakeholders around the 2020 Census included a number of innovations to support

both democratic and technocratic elements of agency policy-making [90]. As outlined in §5.4, DP newly allowed trans-

parency in the DAS, which in turn enabled a wider range of actors to be made aware of and participate in policy deci-

sions embedded within the DAS.6

Increased technocratic participation became clear: during this shift, the Bureau brought in a range of experts and

opened itself up to external expert review. These experts considered not only the technical details of DP and the DAS,

but also provided input and review of the Bureau’s communications around the system.

More democratic participation was less clear. Such participation was mediated by Bureau’s choices about who con-

stituted a relevant public and how to communicate with them. While the Census Scientific Advisory Committee’s DP

working group applauded the Bureau for their efforts to include multiple perspectives, the committee also noted that

it was difficult to assess what perspectives were not included and that many relevant stakeholders might not have the

awareness, time, or energy to engage in policy decisions around the Census’s implementation of DP [20].

Nevertheless, the Bureau introduced multiple innovations to facilitate democratic participation around complex

technical artifacts. First, the Bureaumoved beyond static notions of engagement like the traditional notice-and-comment

process (i.e., the Bureau releases information at one moment in time, after which the public provides feedback). In-

stead, they introduced dynamic and ongoing engagement using a mix of videos, webinars and other educational mate-

rials coupled with listening sessions and discussions throughout development. Second, the Bureau published data ar-

tifacts produced by different policy choices, to scaffold better understanding of those policy choices. These data sets

allowed stakeholders to interactively and intuitively explore the impact of potential implementation choices on their

equities. Crucially, these demonstration products revealed a desire for boundary objects that would bridge between

SDL methods and DP and allow users to interact with the new system in their own varied contexts. Through these ar-

tifacts, the Bureau attempted to surface implementation decisions that would be understood and shaped by multiple

communities of practice. The Bureau ultimately did incorporate user feedback into the DAS design process in several

cases. When the Bureau announced their final choice of Y , they emphasized that it was selected in response to user

feedback from demonstration data analysis and that it was “exponentially higher” than the value of Y proposed along-

side earlier (expert-designed, expert-led) artifacts. Yet, the choice to focus on a single parameter, rather than a range

of policy decisions, limited where democratic participation was possible [123].

6Stakeholders have participated in and influenced prior iterations of the DAS. For example, “data user dissatisfaction” led the Bureau to pursue alternative
methods to table suppression in the wake of the 1970 and 1980 Censuses [85, 125, p. 4-6]. However the DAS’s reliance on “security by obscurity” meant
that external stakeholders could not participate directly in many design decisions.
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6 BEYOND THE CENSUS: LESSONS FOR TRANSPARENCY AND PARTICIPATION

Technological changes in a system are not only technical: they reconfigure the social, political, and organizational con-

texts in which they occur. Understanding these reconfigurations is crucial for responsible, trustworthy, and account-

able systems. [79, 89]. We offer three lessons about how understanding these reconfigurations can enable meaningful

governance, where transparency and participation interventions would otherwise fall short.

6.1 Lesson 1: The handoff lens is a critical tool for surfacing values

Applying of the handoff model in the census case enabled us to systematically untangle the daunting knot of actors,

components, modes, functions, and values that were involved. In particular, the handoff model allows us to understand

that the Census Bureau’s shift to DP did not merely produce a functionally equivalent disclosure avoidance system

(DAS), preserving the core function of confidentiality protection. Instead, the shift toward DP was a deeper sociotech-

nical shift, reconfiguring the human and technical actors involved in the DAS and, ultimately, the values and forms

of expertise embedded within this system. While working toward more accountable and trustworthy technology, it

is critical to understand how the mere introduction of interventions– such as new efforts towards transparency and

participation–may change the system in unintendedways. The handoffmodel can help us to identify these changes. For

instance, the Census case reveals how the abandonment of ‘security by obscurity,’ intended as a win for transparency,

precluded transparency along certain dimensions. The handoff model makes space for critical and complicated invoca-

tions of transparency and participation (§2), in realistic, on-the-ground contexts.We suggest the handoffmodel as a tool

that can help researchers and technologists to systematically move lessons from critical algorithm studies into practice.

6.2 Lesson 2: Beware objects without experts

While the FAccT community has advocated for a range of artifacts as interventions toward transparency and partici-

pation [e.g., 51, 57, 88], these artifacts have largely been divorced from the contextual changes they introduce [89, 113].

In our case the Census Bureau invested significantly in such interventions towards transparency and participation. Go-

ing beyond simplistic information disclosures, they created an impressive variety of boundary objects through which

stakeholders could negotiate decisions about the DAS (§4.5). Further, the Bureau implemented many considerations

that members of the FAccT community (and beyond) have long advocated for: toward explainability through stake-

holder education efforts, toward contextual transparency through products like the demonstration data, and toward

contestability through ongoing dialogue and levers for change (namely, the value and allocation of the privacy budget).

Despite the Bureau’s enormous efforts, however, these boundary objects were only partially successful in facilitating

meaningful participation and accountability, and in some cases they ultimately undermined trust.

The mobilization of any given boundary object is dependent not only upon the object itself, but also upon the

motivation and orientation of those brokers that span and connect communities [72]. The Bureau’s boundary objects

were in need of trusted local experts to carry them across community divides. Nurturing such experts is not a

trivial task. Yet without them, the collaborative outcomes for which boundary objects are created in the first place

might never come to fruition. Future work should explore in more detail what effective boundary object brokerage

might look like in practice. A too narrow focus on artifacts can overlook the processes needed to engage them.

As the Census Bureau case demonstrates, boundary objects cannot travel alone. The Bureau’s focus on creating

boundary objects, however innovative, was insufficient to build trust and comprehension among a diverse ecosystem
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of stakeholders. The epistemological and disciplinary chasms separating the communities which the Census was at-

tempting to bridge were just too wide [19]. We encourage the FAccT community to think about the expertise needed

to shepherd and use such boundary objects effectively in order to broker meaningful trust and participation.

6.3 Lesson 3: Transparency and participation should center values and policy

Through our case study, we can expand theoretical critiques of transparency and participation to better understand

tensions on the ground. We highlight complexity of actualizing transparency and participation in practice: despite ef-

forts to solicit feedback over technical and design decisions, the Bureau faced criticism for not being sufficiently trans-

parent or enabling sufficient participation. While the lessons from any one case is necessarily limited, we argue that

a significant revelation from this case is that transparency efforts should not be purely about technical decisions, and

that participation efforts should not be purely about design decisions. Rather, both transparency and participation

efforts should foreground decisions about values. Importantly, providing transparency into technical decisions

alone is not enough to reveal these values decisions. In fact, focusing on technical decisions can bound participation

by making certain policy choices visible while neglecting others. In the Census Bureau’s adoption of DP, for instance,

a narrow focus on the privacy-loss parameter, Y , privileged the privacy-accuracy trade-off (and with narrow concep-

tualizations of both privacy and accuracy). Meanwhile other value-laden policy levers—including how confidentiality

should be conceptualized and operationalized, what data should be within the scope of the DAS protections and what

should be held invariant, and how the Bureau might advance values like equity and collective benefit [24]—were of-

ten less visible and therefore less accessible to participation. We argue that by prioritizing the visibility of values and

policy on the same level, or even above, the visibility of technical details, the FAccT community can better leverage

transparency and participation toward accountability and trust.

7 CONCLUSION

The adoption of differential privacy by the U.S. Census Bureau marked a pivot in their practices around transparent

and participatory algorithmic governance. The complex nature of this adoption, and its subsequent impacts revealed

the ways in which handoffs in algorithmic adoption in government must bemediated by different stakeholders with dif-

ferent levels of expertise, including via the use of carefully-designed boundary objects, to allow for meaningful partic-

ipation. The lessons learned here apply more broadly to processes of algorithmic adoption, well-intentioned (and care-

fully planned) shifts towards transparency, and practices for successful handoffs in modern algorithmic governance.

8 RESEARCH ETHICS AND SOCIAL IMPACT

8.1 Ethical concerns

8.1.1 Methods. To the best of our understanding, there are no significant ethical concerns inherent to this work, as it

is based in analysis of only publicly available documents. No interviews or sensitive data were collected for this paper.

As such, no IRB approval was sought, as this work does not interface with human subjects.

8.1.2 Fairness. As we undertook our analysis, we took care to consider and portray the opinions of the various com-

munities involved as fairly and equitably as possible, while understanding that some of these communities have been

in active disagreement around the specifics of the 2020 DAS for years. Due to representation in the public archive and

space limitations, we acknowledge that we were not able to represent every stakeholder viewpoint nor every notable

event in the history of the Bureau’s DP implementation.
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8.2 Positionality

All four authors are U.S. citizens. While we are all thus implicated in matters of American legislative representation

and voting rights, we all also reside in well-resourced regions which are not threatened by census undercounts or

exclusion, nor by active infringements upon voting rights.

One author participated in processes around the 2020 DAS in real time; the other three became involved the project

post-2020, and do not belong to any of the primary stakeholder groups that were most active in the census debate.

One author is trained in computer science, two in the mathematical and physical sciences, and one as a lawyer; these

backgrounds informed our comprehension of and perspectives on the legal and technical processes at play.

8.3 Adverse impact statement

The primary adverse impact that this work could have would be playing into the hands of those who would weaponize

the census for political gain. Given the heavily politicized nature of the census in general, and of the DP debate in

particular, we cannot anticipate how or whether this work could be used to undermine the legitimacy of the census.

Further, given the importance of the census for essential societal processes such as redistricting and resource allocation

(which we address in our paper), we cannot dismiss the potential for such weaponization as inconsequential.

Unfortunately, there is indeed precedent for such adverse impact. During the DAS development process, the Bureau

faced direct political threats to its data products, the most serious of which arose in March 2021 when the state of

Alabama sued the Department of Commerce and the Census Bureau in federal district court, alleging that by adopting

DP the Bureau had “manipulated” and “intentionally skewed” the redistricting data that they provided to states [1].

Furthermore, the coincidence of the decennial count with the 2020 presidential election, as well as the uncertainty

around the Trump administration’s proposal to include a citizenship question on the census, drew political attention to

the count. In a timewhen political actors were searching for any chinks in governmental armor, a Federal agency which

was public about internal sources of error became an easy target. Indeed, the Bureau has faced bipartisan scrutiny for

the troubles made evident by the implementation of DP – including allegations that DP was a Trump administration

tactic attempting to ‘game’ federal funding allocations, and directly contradictory allegations that DPwas aDemocratic

tactic to destabilize the Trump administration [18, p. 32]. Of course, such critiques undermine the ultimate role of the

Bureau - to produce representative population counts - and further muddy the already-cloudy waters when it comes

to identifying an appropriate implementation of DP.

Ultimately, we believe that the benefits that publishing our analysis might provide - hopefully, insights for both

more effective algorithmic governance and more critical algorithmic scholarship - outweigh any potential risks for fur-

ther weaponization.
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